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comparisons

The model also makes possible quantitative

between the driving forces of nuees ardentes, deep-sea

turbidity currents, rivers and catastrophic floods such as that from
Pleistocene Lake Missoula

These calculations indicate that the ero-

sive potentials of nuees ardentes are far greater than river erosion but
very similar to turbidity currents and catastrophic flooding
A similar analysis for such flows on Mars shows that the velocities

and driving forces compare with terrestrial nues ardentes and base
surges, but martian pyroclastic flows probably travel and disperse
debris over greater distances

The presence of a permafrost terrain

suggests the most plausible generating mechanism for explosive volcanic
density currents in a martian environment is by hydromagmatic explosions
This mechanism may explain the steeper slopes, broad calderas, radial
channels and blanketing flank deposits on a number of martian volcanoes
(specifically Cerautuus Tholus, Uranius Tholus, Uranius Patera and
Hecates Tholus) that were heretofore puzzling

Crater age data indicate

these volcanoes probably represent an early to intermediate period of
martian volcanism, on the order of 0 5 to 2 billion years older than
the quietly
basal plains

erupted flank surfaces on the giant Tharsis shields and
These data are consistent with the view that martian

atmospheric conditions in the past may have been more favorable for
periodic burial of water and other volatiles in the vicinity of volcanic
conduits, hence producing an extensive permafrost layer conducive to
phreatic explosions and geothermal seepage

It also allows for explo-

sive volcanism on a planet without moving plates.
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PART I

THE NATURE OF NUEES ARDENTES
AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION

2

THE NATURE OF NUEES ARDENTES

AND THEIR CLASSIFICATION

INTRODUCTION

Explosive volcanic eruptions have always fascinated volcanalogists,
and descriptive accounts of their violence and destructiveness have
flooded the geologic literature for nearly a century.

Yet it is only

within the last two decades that it has been appreciated that explosive
volcanic density currents are also important agents for the transportation
and deposition of tremendous volumes of fragmental debris.

The present study deals primarily with one type of explosive volcanic
density current called a nude ardente (glowing cloud), Figure 1.

Other

varieties which operate in a like manner include fissure erupted pyroclastic flows, lahars (volcanic mudflows), and volcanic base surges.

The emphasis here is that these volcanic density flows are governed by
the same mechanical forces as any other solid-fluid dispersion and
hence, must create corresponding erosional and depositional features.

For that reason, this first part of my study includes a discussion of
ignimbrite deposition and channel erosion.

The remainder of Part I is

primarily a descriptive and historical account of nuees ardentes.

Parts II and III have been written as separate papers for publication.

Part II extends the study of nuees ardentes and also base
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I suggest that there is evidence for the

surges to the planet Mars.

occurrence of explosive volcanic density currents on certain martian
volcanoes, and that the frequency of these eruptions may be related to
changes in martian climatic conditions.

Finally, Part III returns to the problem of nude ardente physical
properties and mechanics.

Flow densities, thicknesses, and driving

force terms are determined by a particle flux model for two photometrically recorded nude ardente eruptions.

These results are then

applied to hypothetical. flows on Mars.

THE NO14ENCLATURE PROBLE)1

To begin the analysis of the flow mechanics and resulting erosional and depositional. features of nudes ardentes, it is necessary to

identify just what is a "nude ardente", because past definitions reviewed below, are ambiguous.

The roots of the equivacacy becomes ob-

vious if one traces the entire development of a nude ardente.

The

main flow begins as a transient, highly turbulent, single layer surge
which spreads laterally from the s.utmiit of a steep-sided volcano.

The

duration of this initial phase is usually only a few minutes and depends on modifying forces such as gravity, and on the
and. trajectory of the generating eruption.

sizes

teuperature

From the surge develops a

two layer flow consisting of (1) a low ground-hugging, fluidized avalanche, or underfiow, and (2) an overriding, less dense, highly turbulent, billowing cloud or "ash hurricane" (Taylor, 1958)

,

Figure 2

layer phase is followed by a rapid depositional phase which results

This two

CL.O(J0

..

/

FIGURE 2:

HIGH

The divisions of a fully developed nuée ardente

when the driving force of the flow is no longer sufficient to maintain
nobility.

The majority of the deposits are emplaced in valleys

several kilometers beyond the base of the source volcano.
Lacroi.x (1903) named these glowing eruptions of Mont Pe1.e after

their conspicuous, but less massive overriding clouds of the second
phase.

Other accounts of nuée ardente eruptions emphasize the impor-

tance of the fiery avalanche (Anderson and Flett, 1903; Perret, 1935;
Taylor, 1954, 1958, Aramaki, 1956, Macdonald and Alcaraz, 1956, Davis,
Querry and Bonis, 1976, 1978), but few authors consider their entire
development.

Another aspect of the. nomenclature problem arises from the usage

of the term "nude ardente" to explain the eruption and emplacement of
all pumice, scoria, block and ash flow deposits.

For example, Aramaki

(1957) defines a nuee.ardente as equivalent to a pyroclastic flow in
the "strict sense" but in order to explain the emplacement of different magnitudes of welded and non-welded deposits he proposes a
three-fold classification based on d*fferences. in the magnitude

of flows and the viscosity of the erupting magma.

TABLE I (from Aramaki, 1957)

-Nuee Ardente

inthe
strict sense

Pyroclastic Flow

ofthe
intermediate type
increasing magnitude
decreasing viscosity

Pumice Flow
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In a later paper (Aramaki and Yamasaki, 1963), this classification
is realized to be. misleading and impractical and so abandoned.

The

authors instead propose that all types of flows composed of incandescent fragments be called pyroclastic flows, and that these should be
classified by the bulk density and magnitude of their deposits which
appear to relate to the eruptive stage of the source volcano.

Still other classification schemes exist in the literature, but
because the widest-spread deposits (1000's km2) have never been observed
forming, there is little agreement as to what their parent eruptions
should be called. MacGregor (1952, 1955) considers the nature of the source,
the mode of initiation (explosive or nonexplosive), and the type of eruption as the most important diagnostic parameters for the distinction between different types of nude ardente pyroclast eruptions.

Table II is

a listing of MacGregor's 1955 classification which also includes a description of the magma.

Williams (1957) simplifies. MacGregor's classification into three main

groups, namely, Pelan type. directed explosions, Krakatoan type vertical
explosions and avalanches, and fissure type upwellings of effervescing magma.

Smith (1960) does not recognize fissure eruptions as nudes ardentes.
He suggests that the great welded-tuff sheets such as the Bishop's Tuff
of southeastern California (which covers a.n area of 1000 square kilometers

and locally is more than 150 meters thick) or the Yellowstone ignimbrite
sheets (which cover 10,000 square kilometers and range from 150 to 300
meters thick) should be classified exclusively as fissure-erupted pyroclast

deposits and not as a variety of nue ardente deposit. Similarly,
van Beninelen (1963) refers to such voluminous pyroclastic flow deposits

An early classification of nue ardente eruptions
after MacGregor (1955)
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"floodtuffs1,

and he argues that they are the synorogenic acid

counterpart of post-orogenic fissure-erupted
ardente

deposits1

flood-basa1ts".

Nue

on the other. hand, he states result from eruptions

of normal volcani.c cones with central vents.

The problem with these early classifications is that they fail to

recognize threemaxims of sedimentary fluiddynamics:

(1) it is the

physical properties of the flow (density, thickness, velocity, temperature) which govern how it erodes, transports and deposits debris; (2)
these properties are subject to change dependent on the flow path
(slope) and the duration of the flow; and (3) lithologically similar.
deposits may be formed by different initial (eruptive), mechanisms.

To clarify the nomenclature, the term nude ardente will be restricted here to descriptions of an agent of transport of hot, gasemitting, volcanic materials which generally develops into two parts:
a basal avalanche, or underfiow, and an overriding expanding cloud.
Both portions of the nuee ardente must be generated from a normal
volcanic cone and must be initially turbulent.

.A base surge is a vol-

canic density current very similar to a nue ardente, but it must
generated by a phreatic eruption.

e

The names pumice flow and ash flow.

will be used for acidic fissure erupted flows which may reach very high
concentrations and be laminar in their movement.

The term pyroclastic

flow will be. used as an inclusive term for the various mechanisms of

dispersal of pyroclastic debris regardless of the source, and ignim-
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brite will refer to all of the various rock types produced by the emplacement of a pyroclastic flow (Fisher, 1966).

These classifications

are primarily genetic and intentionally donut specify flow magnitudes
or the character of their deposits.

This is because the physical pro-

perties of a flow which prevail during deposition determine the nature
of the deposit.

These final properties may not be the same as the pro-

perties that dominated, the greater part of the' duration of the flow,

and may develop from different initial eruption mechanisms.

DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUNTS OF NUEE ARDENTE FLOW
The earliest detailed description of a nude ardente eruption is
by T. Anderson and J.S. Fleet who on the evening of July 9, 1902 witnessed two nudes ardentes emerge from the suniiit of Mont Pelée.

They

wrote (1903, p. 504):

The first cloud welled out quietly in the twilight,
and was quite a small, affair. It was black from the
first - a foaming, boiling mass. Slowly it gathered
speed, and came rushing along. The second was much
larger, and in the darkness we could see that with it
there was a glowing, avalanche of red hot dust. It
came down with far higher velocity, but, like the other,
slowed down rapidly when it reached the sea ...
Both
were full of lightni'ngs ....'
Extreme nobility is characteristic of all nuées ardentes.

In their

account Anderson. and Flett (1903) estimate that the July 9th avalanches

may have reached velocities as high as 100 miles per hour (45 m/sec).

They also observed that the velocities of these nues ardentes changed
along their course, the maximum velocities.bei.ng reached on the nun-

tam's lower slopes which are somewhat steeper than the cone.
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For nuées ardentes changes in velocity are dependent on the
gradient and. the density difference between the mixture of gases and
ash and the surrounding air.

Gravity drives the mass, but unlike snow

and rock avalanches the presence. of gases:

is essential; they are an original part of the mass,
They are exand without them there would be no flow.
panding, surging of their own inherent energy, and lift
dust and sweep it along, while the dust in turn fetters
them and compels them to keep to the.surface of the
ground (Anderson and Flett, 1903, p. 510).
The ground-hugging nature of the lower avalanche portion of the

nue ardente distinguishes and may even separate it from its overriding
black cloud.

On St. Vincent, a neighboring island to Martinique,

Anderson and Flett (1903, p. 452) show that a nude ardente avalanche
from the island's Mont Soufrire clung to the valleys, turning almost.
at a right angle. at one obstruction while the overlying cloud climbed
the

barrier and continued almost undeflected.

At Volcan de Fuego,.

Guatemala, Davies et al. (1976) report that:

Avalanches followed topographic lows, and where confined
laterally by valley walls the. conservation of momentum was
high.
Where the avalanches were able to spread out
laterally they developed a surface morphology consisting
of channels and levees. The largest grains were deposited
in the channels.
Miller and Smith (1977) also demonstrate the ability of topography to
channel the main mass of nude ardente or ash flows by tracing flow
deposits through valleys and over elevated passes of the Aleutian
Range.

They suggest that the general confinement of the flows to

narrow valleys enabled a maintenance of velocities sufficient to over-
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come topographic barriers of more than 200 in high at distances of 20
to 40 km from the source.

This agrees with the observation of Davies

et al. (1976, 1978) that the flows from de Fuego did not loose niomenturn until emerging from the confines of valleys some 7 km from their
source.

MODE OF GENERATION
At the source the role of gravity as the force directing the
development and motion of a glowing avalanche is uncertain and may depend on the mode of eruption.

Observations of nues ardentes indi-

cate that many are formed by an explosion of incandescent ash and
blocks due to the release of gases confined with a lava mass.

If the

vent is not capped by a volcanic dome the initial ejection is directed
vertically with subsequent downfalling and avalanching.

This mode of

generation produced the nues ardentes on Soufriere as well as Mayon
Volcano, Philippines (Moore and Melson, 1969) and St. Augustine
Volcano, Alaska (Smith, Hobbs and Radke, 1977).

The initial velocities

of these flows are due predominantly to the conversion of potential
energy to kinetic energy as the vertical eruption column falls back on
the slopes, coalescing to form density currents.

Wilson (1976) and

Sparks and Wilson (l978) have modeled pyroclasticflows produced by
column collapse, and .they predict initial horizontal velocities up to
310 rn/sec.

Their values depend on the vent radius, gas content and

vertical velocity of the blast which in turn control thehei.ght
(potential energy).

Subsequent velocities quickly become controlled
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by gravitational forces and retarding frictional drag and are rapidly
reduced.

When the volcani.c vent is capped by a dome, eruptions occur due to

the build up of gases beneath the dome which cause it to burst at its
weakest point.

This is often near the base of the dome where cooling

and fracturing has weakened the edifice (Macdonald, 1972).

As a result

the pyroclastic material is ejected horizontally at a low angle.
Gorshkov (1963) distinguishes between "directed volcanic blasts" and
vertical explosions.

He argues that the two phenomena should not joint-

ly be classified as nues ardentes because they differ " in conditions
of their expansion and the character of their deposition't (still another
aspect of the nomenclature problem).

It is true that in the proximity

of the vent, deposits of directed blasts will have a greater percentage

of blocks presumably derived from the shattered dome.

In addition,

the initial ejection 0f material laterally may give an added impulse to
a developing avalanche.

The avalanche, however, can not support large

blocks for long and must quickly develop a quasi- equilibrium between
the retarding frictional drag force and the driving gravity force component downslope.

Thus, away from the immediate source, flow behavior

is the same as for a vertical explosion, and both types of explosively
generated avalanches are rightfully classified together.

nues ardente

Examples of

generated by lateral explosions include the 1902 erup-

tions of Mont Pele, Martinique (Lacroix, 1903; Anderson and Flett,
1903), Hibok-Hibok Volcano, Philippines (Macdonald and Alcaraz, 1956),
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and Bezyinianny Volcano, Kamchatka (Gorshkov, 1959).

Still other types of generating mechanisms for glowing avalanches
include the

disintegration andcollapse of a lava dome, or the ava-

lanching of hot ash and lava which has accumulatedon a steep slope
(Moore and Melson, 1969; Macdonald, 1972).

These, types may behave

more like a true rock avalanche showing less fluidity than those
generated by explosion.

The fluidity would depend upon the temperature

and gas emission of the material, particle size, slope, and the amount
of turbulence generated by the flow and the expanding gases within the
mixture.

Repeated collapse of the dome of Merapi Volcano. Java has

produced a number of highly turbulent and mobile nu'es ardentes
(Aramaki, 1957).

THE ROLE OF GAS EMISSION AND AIJTOSUSPENSION

In the initial stages of movement away from a volcano nudes ardentes will be highly turbulent, single layer flows with low particle concentrations.

Many authors (Perret, 1935; MacGregor, 1952; Macdonald

and Alcaraz, 1956; Taylor, 1958; and

hcdonald, 1972)have proposed

that gas emission during avalanching is the principal process responsi-

ble for maintaining turbulent flow and high mobility.

However,

Mclaggart (1960) has demonstrated that high temperature flows can be
highly mobile without gas emission.

He observed that hot sands

poured down an incline envelop air at their 'heads, the air then ex-

pands within the hot body of the flow creating turbulence.

This pro-

cess appears to be very simflar to the entrainment of water by a tur-
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bidity current.

Bagnold (1962) describes flows that are fluidized by:tur-

bulence created by entrairment as uautosuspended.

The existence of

basaltic nues ardentes fromUlawun Volcano, NewBritain (Nelson et al., 1970) and Tianam

Volcano1.

New Guinea (Taylor, 1960) gives

support to McTaggartts idea that the mobility of nues ardentes is due
to autosuspension caused by the steady inclusion and heating of air, with
concomi tant expansion.

Basalts characteristically contain low contents

of dissolved volatiles and hence could not emit large quantities of vol-

canic gases during avalanching (Nelson et aT, 1970).

On the other

side of the argument, the proponents of gas emission claim that blasts
of cool air which precede many nude ardente surges demonstrate that air
is pushed out of the way of the flow.

They point to avalanche deposits

which often contain vesicular fragments with extensive vapor phase alteration (Ross and Smith, 1961) as evidence for gas emission.

Tazieff

(1969) also suggests that juvenile carbon dioxide makes the gas portion

of a nue ardente denser than the atmosphere, and thus partly explains
its ground-hugging nature.

Perhaps it is reasonable that both gas emission and air entrainment
are important processes for maintaining suspension of granular material
and removing the yield strength of nude ardente systems.

of nues ardentes are derived from highly silicic magmas.

The majority
For these Wilson

(1976) and Sparks et al. (1978) have modeled the initial eruption column
activity as a continuous jet of volcanic gases (primarily steam) which
entrains air at its sides.

Hence, after collapse the avalanche is al-
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ready fluidized by both juvenile and atmospheric gases.

In these early

stages of flow the avalanche is also hottest and' still internally ex-

plosive; later as the flow moves downslope juvenile volatiles would be
replaced by air entrapped at the front of the moving avalanche or mixed
across the upper interface of the flow.

Thus in its final turbulent

stages, a nuée ardente surge rushing down a steep slope

would be

fluidized primarily by entrapped air, regardless of the composition
or volatile content of the erupting magma.

FLOW SEGREGATION AND DISPERSIVE PRESSURES
The ability of nudes ardentes to autosuspend

particles by tur-

bulence is dependent on a balance between the gravitational energy
driving the flow and the energy lost due to friction.

As long as this

balance is maintained the particle concentration throughout the flow
remains low and particle deposition takes place gradually by gravitational segregation of individual grains.

This process builds a bed with

distributional grading (Middleton, 1967).

However, previous descriptions indicate that a nude ardente segregates into a two layer flow within distances of a few kilometers from
the source.

The basal portion has been suggested by Sparks et al.

(1978) to have a high particle concentration formed by particle sizes
which can no longer be supported by the turbulent gas phase.
dilute part is composed of gas and suspended fines.

The upper

According to

Bagnold (1954, 1956), at particle concentrations greater than about 9

percent by volume, grain-to-grain interactions withina suspension become
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significant resulting in an increase in apparent viscosity.

As long

as there is a sufficient driving force the suspension can remain
fluidized withou.t turbulence by dispersive pressures acting normal to
the bed.

Such dispersive pressures are greatest where the velocity

gradient is maximum, and should vary as the square of the grain dia-.
meter for flows of cohesionless solids in which the effects of grain
inertia outweigh those of the fluid's viscosity (Bagnold's inertial

However, if the driving force diminishes, the flow is emplaced

flow).

"en mass" preserving, its prior flow structure and particle distribution.

These theoretical considerations suggest that the flow of the
high concentration basal avalanche portion of a nude ardente should
be governed tn part by collisions between particles, that larger
clasts should experience a greater net dispersive force away from the
bed, and that evidence for these processes should be preserved in i.gnimbrites.

FLOW DURATIONAND VOLUME:

NUEES ARDENTES VERSUS PUMICE FLOWS

Before emplacement the durations of nudes ardentes are restricted
because they are produced by single short blasts or jets which are
not capable of convective recovery (Sparks et al., 1978).

A "long"

nue ardente eruption can last for hours or days, but most flows emerge,
rush downslope, and dissipate in a matter of minutes.

The volume of

the deposits of such nuées ardentes rarely exceeds a few cubic kilometers and typically the deposits are a few tens of meters thick.

Large prehistoric fissure-erupted ash flows and pumice flows, if
witnessed, probably could be distinguished in part from historic nuees
ardentes by flow duration (and volume).

Macdonald (1972) postulates

that the ash flows responsible for the large rhyolite, dacite, and
trach,yte welded-tuff and ignimbrite sheets which. cover areas of several

thousand square kilometers in many parts of-the world were generated by
extreme frothing and gas-rich magmas which simply overflowed the lip of
a vent, or multiple vents, with minor explosive activity.

The duration

of these outpourings must have taken days, weeks or even months, as
successive eruptions rapidly followed an initial outburst in pulses of
one great eruption (van Bemmelen., 1963).: As a result, the volume and

thickness of many prehistoric ignimbrites surpass that of nues ardentes
10 to 100 times.

Such compound units also more commonly contain thick

zones of welding and exhibit deformation structures formed by the weight
of the vertical column on slowly cooling pumice and lithic fragments.

THE NATURE OF IGNIMBRITES
Igniinbrite has been defined here as any deposit formed from a

pyroclastic flow composed predominately of vesiculated volcanic
material.

Considerable discussion with regard to alternative generat-

ing mechanisms, variable flow durations, and the importance of outside

forces such as gravity and bottom resistanceon flow behavior and properties has also been presented.

Consequently, it is important to

emphasize that ignimbrites are as variable in composition and physical
nature as the gas-particle flows from which they are emplaced.
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Figure 3 depicts a "standard ignimbrite flow unite.

The usual

concept of a flow unit, as explained by Smith (1960), relates to the
product of a single nué'e ardente or pyroclastic flow.

Units that re-

sult from the union of material from multiple vents are more complex.
The terminology and field information sumnarized below is adopted primarily from Sparks and Walker (1973), Sparks et al. (1973), and Sparks
(1976).

In the field the main portion of a single ignimbrite flow unit
has two parts, a fine-grained basal layer (layer 2a), and a more massive, poorly sorted, overlying layer (layer 2b).

The fundamental dif-

ference between layers 2a and 2b is that the former lacks coarse fragments (Sparks et al., 1973).

In 2a both lithic and pumice clasts com-

monly show reverse grading up to a transitional contact with 2b.

The

lower boundary of the basal layer, whiCh may separate It from the
ground surface or layer 1, is usually sharp.

The thickness of layer 2a between contacts ranges from a few
centimeters to > 1 m, and it may be welded.

Layer 2b is several times

thicker than 2a, usually unwelded, and poorly sorted.

Examples of

reverse grading of pumice clasts together with coarse-tail grading of
lithic clasts are cited by Sparks et al. (1973) and Sparks (1976), but
absence of grading or normal grading of pumice appear equally common

(Smith, 1960; Fisher, 1966; Fisherand Mattinson, 1968; Sparks, 1976).
Ignimbrite layers 1 and 3 (Figure

) are not invariably present,

suggesting they represent subflows that originated from the main flow
itself.

Layer 3 is a thin, extremely fine-grained, bedded ash: deposit

2o

DIV.
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a
0.S
a

INTERPRETATIOt4

fine ash fall deposit

a

-

2b

..

homogenous, poorly sorted

pyroclastic flow unit

.a0

a.
0

a

-

- -

.-

S -

2a

crass bedded, laminated

low density surge deposit

FIGURE 3:

A standard ignimbrite flow unit
after Sparks et al. (1973) and Sparks (1976)
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which commonly shows an exponential decrease in thickness and grain
size with increasing distance from the source.

In comparison to layers

1, 2a, and 2b, layer 3 is depleted in crystals and lithic material.
Layer 1 is an extremely heterogeneous, well stratified, often cross-

bedded deposit which generally only mantiesa limited area proximal to
the source.

In fact, layer 1

lying layers on slopes greater

deposits frequently occur without overthan lO0.

In thickness, layer 1 is

seldom more than a few centimeters, and it often shows a pinch and swell
structure.

Grain size and sorting vary

from one bed to another, but

crystal and lithic material enrichment is common throughout.

INTERPRETATION OF IGNIMBRITE LAYERING
Layers 2a and 2b of an ignimbrite flow unit represent the primary
end product of a nuêe ardente avalanche.

The poor sorting and inverse

grading characteristic of these layers tmply
freezing of a high concentration suspension.

emplacement by rapid
Relative concentrations,

however, must differ between individual flows in order to explain different degrees of grading in separate units.

The transition from layer 2a to 2b arises due to the exponential
decrease in dispersive forces that mirrors the velocity gradient of a
moving flow.

Layer 2a represents an inertial regime where high shear

and dispersive pressures effectively exclude large particles (Sparks

et al.,1973).

Dispersive pressures are not as strong in layer 2b, and

there grading appears to be largely a function of buoyancy forces.
The matrix of the flow is probably a mixture. of volcanic dust and gases.
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Particles that are less dense than the matrix of the flow have a positive buoyancy and tend to float.

The larger the particle, the larger

the buoyancy force, and. the more effective the grading (Sparks, 1976).

2b layers where pumIce fragments (p5
and lithic fragments (p5

1.0 gm/cm3) are reversely graded

2.65 g/cm3) show. coarse-tail grading must

have had a flow matrix of intermediate density.

This observation is

important because it implies that indeed a low density nue ardente is
transformed to a high density flow prior to depositing its sediment
It also gives some idea as to densities to be used in later

load.

models.

The grain size and blanketing nature of layer 3 indicates that it
is an air-fall deposit and not an essential part of the ignimbrite. Recalling the dual nature. of a riuêe ardente, layer 3 is interpreted as

steniting from the trailing billowing cloud portion and not the groundhugging avalanche.

Gravitational settling from the cloud produces nor-

mal grading and the lateral decrease in thickness and gr4in size of
layer 3.

The occurrence of layer 1 has been interpreted by Sparks et a].
(1973) as a "ground surge deposit" or by Sparks (1976) as a "pyroclastic
surge deposit".

According to Sparks, a surge differs from a pyroclastic

flow in bei.ng highly turbulent and less dense.

Pinch and swell struc-

tures, internal stratification and the sorting found in layer 1 support
the view that it originates from a low concentration flow.

Sparks and

Walker (1973) postulate that ground surges are separate components of
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nudes ardentes which precede the main avalanche.

Leading blasts of

hot air, ash and sand have been reported for some nuée ardente eruptions (Anderson and Flett, 1903; Macdonald and Alcaraz, 1956; Gorshkov,
1959) which may be interpreted as 11groundsurges".

It appears, however,

that a more applicable explanation for the genesis of layer 1 is that

it originates directly from the nue ardenteavalanche.

Where the. flow

is still turbulent, autosuspension would prevent all but very dense
lithic and crystal fragments from being deposited.
the enrichment of these clasts in layer 1.
1

This would explain

The limited extent of layer

deposits and their occurrence on steep slopes without overlying layers

also indicates deposition from an early and short lived stage of the nue
ardente.

Where a complete sequence of layers exists, layer 1 probably

represents the passage of the avalanch&s head followed by a denser
body .which came to a rapid stop and 1froze.

EROSIONAL FEATURES

The erosional features ofnuees ardentes are notas well documented
as the depositional features, probably because later flows, hot-rock
slides and lavas tend to bury erosional features, or they become imdifled by rain and mud flows.

Cotton (1944) attributes 11parasol patterns

of radial gashes and ribsH on Vesuvius and other growing cones to excavation by nudes ardentes.

Clean swept and furrowed surfaces described

by Perret (1935) also testify to the erosive power of the lower

avalanching portion of a nue ardente.

if such a gouging process occurs

leaving long deep gashes, later flows may be channeled by the depres-
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Sions causing further scouring of the bottom.

Successive nu&s arden-

tes from the sharp cone of Merapi, Java have been observed to concen.-

trate in avalanche gashes on the upper slope before fanning out on the
lower slope (Cotton, 1944).

Figure 4 shows nudes ardentes confined to

ravines on the upper slope of Mayon Volcano, Philippines.

Single chan-

nels and chutes, tens to hundreds of meters wide and up to several kilometers long, formed by a nude ardente have also been reported. (Asania

Volcano, Aramaki, 1956; St. Augustine Volcano, Schmincke, personal
coninunication, 1978).

Part IL

These will be described in greater detail in
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ABSTRACT
A number of martian volcanoes, especially Ceraunius Tholus,
Uranius Tholus, liranius Patera and Hecates Tholus, show morphological

features strikingly different from those of shield volcanoes but

analogous to those of terrestrial cones andcomposite volcanoes such
as Barcena Volcano, Mexico.

The most distinguishing overall features

are steep slope angles, and Krakatoa-type caldera morphologies.

Ero-

sional features comprise numerous radial channels which extend from
below the rim toward the base of the dome, and in some cases, patterns
of channels which emanate from small craters scattered on the flanks.
Constructional features include blanketed flanks interpreted as dune
or fan-like deposits of ash, and perhaps lava deltas.

A possible ex-

planation for the morphological features associated with these volcanoes is that they were formed by explosive volcanic density currents.
Such eruptions would be expected on Mars where a rising magma came in
contact with a thick layer of permafrost generating a base surge or
after a Vulcanian explosion of a separate gas phase producing a nude
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ardente.

In this analysis evidence is presented to attest that hydra-

magmatic explosions have taken place on Mars and that these are the
planet's most significant generating mechanism for explosive volcanic
density currents.

If these interpretations are correct, crater age

data from the surface of martian domes and shields indicate such
phreatic activity occurred more frequently prior to 200 million years
ago than in recent martian geologic history.

This is consistent with

the view that martian atmospheric conditions in the past were more
favorable for cyclic release and burial of water and other volatiles
in the vicinity of volcanic conduits.

It also allows for explosive

volcanism on a planet without moving plates.

INTRODUCTION

Mars has been recognized as a planet with a wide variety of volcanic features since the acquisition of Mariner 9 images.

The most

prominent volcanic constructs lie within the uplifted regions of Tharsis and Elysium (Figure 1).

Ascraeus Mans, Pavonis Mans, Arsia Mons

and Olympus Mons are the largest examples of martian volcanism and occur within Tharsis (Table I).

Each is a gently sloping shield volcano

with a suninit caldera and surface features indicative of construction

by successive eruption and accumulation of low viscosity basaltic lavas
(Carr, 1973, 1975; Carr et al., 1977; Greeley, 1973).

A fifth giant volcano is Elysium Mons.

Owing to its steeper

slopes (averaging 10-12°), blanketed flanks, and the presence of
numerous apparently endogenic craters within its caldera and on its
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flanks, Maim

(1977) suggests that Elysium Mons is a composite volcano

significantly different from the Tharsis shields.

Generally, terres-

trial composite or stratovolcanoes are formed by the intercalation of
lavas and pyroclastics.

These represent.the mixed products of a1ter-

nating effusive and explosive character eruptions.

it may, therefore,

mean that sometime in its history Elysium Mons exhibited large scale
explosive activity.

In this paper a number of other martian volcanic constructs will

be studied which display morphological features su9gestive of explosive
volcanism.

At the northeast margin of Tharsis are clustered three

volcanic domes,, Ceraunius Tholus, Uranius Tholus, and Uranius Patera.

A similar dome, Hecates Tholus, is located.in north Elysium (Figure 1).
Important differences between these smaller domes and the Tharsis
shields include:

(1) slope angles, (2) caldera morphologies, (3) the

presence on the domes but not on the shields of numerous radial channels which extend as deep but discontinuous incisions from just below
the rim toward the base of the cone, and (4) apparent blanketing deposits (ash?) on the lower flanks of the domes but not on the shields.
A possible explanation for the morphological features associated
with the domes is. that they were formed by explosive volcanic density
currents.

On Earth such eruptions are of two types; base surges

generated by magma coming in contact with water or water-soaked rock,

and nues ardentes produced by explosive exsolution of juvenile gases
during rapid extrusion of large volumes of oversaturated magma (Moore,
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1967).

Bothflows have been observed to originate from characteristic

sources and to produce diagnostic erosional and depositional features
which are not found on shield volcanoes.

The initial focus of this

paper, therefore,, will be to establish the. nature of explosive volcanic

density currents, discuss their associated landforms, and compare their
erosional and depositlonal features in order to determine possible martian counterparts.

Specific corroborating evidence from the 1952 hy-

drornagmatic eruption of Barcena Volcano, Mexico will be presented be-

cause this terrestrial volcano shows surface features similar to those
of Ceraunius Tholus (though at differing scales), an observation which
may have profound implications for the development of the martian vol-

Finally, two speculative

cano.

topics will be considered:

(1) ex-

plosive volcanism on a planet without moving plates, and (2) evidence
for copious ground water and climatic change early in martian history.

EXPLOSIVE VOLCANIC DENSITY CURRENTS AND VOLCANIC LANDFORMS
Base Surges.

A base surge is a turbulent ring-shaped cloud formed

by expanding gases at the base of a vertical eruption column (Moore,
1967).

On Earth volcanic base surges have been observed to arise from

shallow phreatic eruptions, but the term also applies to density flows
produced by events such as hypervelocity impacts and nuclear explosions.
As pointed out by Moore (1967) base surges travel at high velocities
(20-42 m/sec), but they may form without a downslcjpe gradient.

They

also do not require high temperatures or any specific radial component

from an initial blast to maintain nbility.
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Volcanic base surges are typically laden with a. diverse mixture

of steam, mud and coarse ejecta.

Most of this load is acquired during

strong initial explosions which blast large amounts of debris upward
within a central eruption column.

Potential energy is converted to

kinetic, energy as the column falls back on the slopes, coalescing 'to

form density currents which then spread radially, dispersing debris by
flow and fallout (Fisher and Waters, 1970; Waters and Fisher, 1971;
Schmincke et al., 1973).

Descriptions of base surge bedforms and erosional features show
them to be ccnmon in the rim deposits of a class of small volcanoes
called maars (Moore, 1967; Fisher and Waters, 1969; Heiken, 1971;
Fisher, 1977).

In general, maars are volcanic landforms built by the

continuous or episodic ejection of hyaloclastic debris around a volcanic vent

The vent may occur in association with other volcanic fea-

tures or may stand alone.

The first three columns of Table II compares the characteristics of
tuff rings and tuff cones (true ivaars)' with related cinder cones.

Tuff rings are small volcanoes characterized by broad saucer-shaped
craters and a low ejecta ring (Macdonald, 1967, 1972; Heiken, 1971).

Hyaloclastic ash of basaltic composition coimn1y constitutes the
major component of the ejecta, but more' acidic ashes also have been
found.

Typical examples of tuff rings occur in the Christmas Lake

Valley Basin, South Central Oregon (Heiken, 1971).

There water from

a paleo-lake apparently came in contact with rising maginas creating

TABLE II:

Comparison of major volcanic constructs on Earth.
Typical profiles. (A) Hole in the Ground Crater, Oregon; (B) Diamond Head, Hawaii;
(C) Lassen Park, California; (D) Mayon Volcano, Philippines; (E) Mauna Loa, Hawaii.
From Macdonald (1967, 1972) and Heiken (1971).

lUFF RING

CONSTRUCT

AVERAGE
SLOPE

SUWIIT
14ORPHOLOGI

40_

lUFF CONE

l2

broad saucer-shaped

crater

CINDER CONE

1°- 220

Ol3O

broad saucer-shaped

crater

small bawl-shaped crater

with irregular rim

COMPOSITE VOLCANO

10°- 35°

funnel -shaped opening

as the result of explo-

sideromelane tuff,

sideromelane tuff,

Luff breccia; possibly

breccia; possibly some
cinders and basalt
flows at suimait;

lapilli tuff and
song cinders and

basalt flows; abundant accretionary lap-

lapifli tuff and tuff

tachylite cinders; flows
of holocrystalline basalt
traces of sideromelane

20_ 12°

large sunken caldera

sions, or bowl-shaped
depression as the result

or multiple calderas;
often rim Is breached
due to lava flows or
faulting

interbedded lava flows
and layers of ash and
cinders

base consists of wide
spreading flows of

of collapse
LITHOLOGY

SHIELD

tholelitic basalt;

coimnonly towards the

ash

end of the life of the

accretlonary lapilil

volcano. lavas change

to alkali basalts,

1111

rsugeavite,hawaiite, ard
trachyte; sirnmnit maybe

capped by spatter or
cinder cones
SEDINENTARY

parallel radiating

STRUCTURES

channels; dunes and

paraflel radiating

channels; well defined

fan-like deposits

graded beds; dunes and

STYLES OF
ERUPTION

airfall and base

airfall and base surge

ANtI

ated by contact of

ieDIF1CAT ION

rising magma with

surge clouds gener-

water at shallow
depths; slumping

poorly defined thick
beds; slump features

fan-like deposits

clouds generated by contact of rising magma

with water at great
depths; slumping

airfell and slowping

of eiecta generated by
explosive release of
juvenile or non-magmatic gases

block lava flows;

pahoehow and aa flows;

nuee ardente channels
and deposits; mudf lows

lava tubes and channe;

Stroegxjflan, olcanian
or Peleean eruptions

effusive central and
lateral vent eruptions

concentric or radial
fissures and dikes;
fault scarps

usually from central
pipe vent; some eruptions
occur from lateral vents;

minor hydromagmatic

rain generated streams

explosions

and mudflows

of Hawaiian or Strom-

bolian type; faulting;
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subaqueous debris flows, base surges, and showers of e.jecta.

Similar

eruptions have formed tuff rings where rising magma encountered ocean
water, ground water, or melt water from ground ice or snow (Moore,
1967; Fisher and Waters, 1969).

luff cones differ from tuff rings principally in shape and geologic
cross section.

The shapes of these features appear to depend on the

depth of explosion, the amount of water available to generate steam,
and the type of surrounding material (Moore, 1967; Heiken, 1971;
Fisher and Waters, 1970).

luff rings with gentle slopes are counon

features of shallow eruptions of magma in contact with abundant ground
or surface water in non-volcanic strata.

In contrast, steeper tuff

cones more comonly arise from explosions deep within volcanic strata
where water is less accessible.

In essence, the morphological dif-

ference between tuff rings and tuff cones reflects the radial distance
attained by base surges formed at the vent.

First the outward expan-

sion of a base surge is increased aftera shallow eruption because some
of the explosion energy is vented horizontally giving an added impulse
to the density flow.

Secondly, if abundant. water is present, steam

will continue to feed the flow as long as fresh magma is rising within
the conduit.

Finally, less energy is required to disaggregate and

transport loose nonvolcanic alluvium than is required for a dense volcanic strata such as basalt.

Thus., base surges generated at shallow

depths by the contact of abundant water with a magma rising through a
low density stratum will probably result in a wider spread of ejecta
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and steam, creating tuff rings with low profiles,, rather than tuff cones.

Cinder cones constitute a third volcanic landform associated with.
explosive ejection of pyroclastic' debris.

Cinder cones are not true

maars because sufficient water is seldom available in. the vicinity of

a cinder cone to create high velocity base surge flows associated with
tuff rings and tuff cones.

Instead, the principal depositional mecha-

nism is air-fall which may build the cinder cone to the angle of repose
of the disaggregated debris.
small and bowl-shaped.

The craters of cinder cones are conTnonly

The rim may be irregular owing to breaching by

succeeding explosions or slumping.

A typical cinder cone with an

average slope of about 8° was formed within the explosion crater of
Lake Taal, Volcano Island, Philippines, after a phase of phreat.ic
eruptions in 1965 (Moore et a]., 1966).

Apparently, the source of water

was. cut off from the vent near the end of the eruption, altering the
character of the eruption.

Again the availability of water at volcanic

vents is an important controfling factor for subsequent volcanism.
Nuees Ardentes.

A nue ardente ("glowing cloud") is best charac-

terized as a type of volcanic density current with two parts:

(1) a

hot, normally incandescent, highly mobile, ground-hugging avalanche,
and (2) a hot, turbulent, expanding, ash-laden cloud which is derived
from the avalanche but may become separated and extend beyond the terminus of the avalanche (Lacroix, 1904; Smith, 1960; Moore and Nelson,
1967; Nelson et al., 1970).

Nues ardentes 'form from the explosive re-

lease of magmatf c gases within a superheated, oversaturated with vola-
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tiles, lava mass.

Normally, the lava has an acidic to intermediate

rock composition, but basaltic nues ardentes have been reported from
New Guinea and New Britain Islands (Tay1or

1960; Nelson et al., 1970).

The diversity of magmas associated with nues ardentes may be explained
by Verhoogen's (1951) suggestion that the conditions which favor aversaturation and explosive ash formation depend more on the kinetics of
the erupting process than on the original viscosity and gas content of
the magma.

That is, a rapidly rising magma, rich in crystals, should

be explosive regardless of composition.

As documented by timed photography the initial velocity of a
nue ardente may excede 50 rn/sec (Moore and P4elson, 1968; Stith et al.,
1977).

Momentum Is imparted to the flow by its source explosion, by

the hydrostatic pressure difference between its head and surrounding
fluid (air), and by the pull of gravity where movement is downslope.
Further, it appears that where confined to ravines on the upper slopes

of a volcano, the flow mechanics of a nue ardente are similar to those
of a turbidity current.

That is, initially the main avalanche portion

of the nude ardente may be treated as a solid-fluid dispersion which
nearly exhibits Newtonian behavior.

Sediment is supported within the

fluid phase by turbulence which is generated by the kinetic energy of
the flow (Bagnold's 'autosuspension", 1962), and these factors result
In high shear stress on the surface beneath the flow.

On the gentle

lower flanks of a volcano or where movement is uphill, energy is rapidly
lost, however, and a nude ardente avalanche no longer behaves like a
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turbidity current but develops into a high concentration, non-turbulent
pyroclastic. flow, or u.nderflow (Davies et. al., 1978), similar to a

debris flow.

Indirect evidence for this transformation is suggested

by the conunon characteristics of poor sorting and reverse grading seen

in most ignimbrites and debris flow deposits.
Another generality with regards to nuées ardentes is that they
tend to originate from lava trapped beneath domes or within the conduits of steep-sided. composite volcanoes.

Composite volcanoes consti-

tute a major category of volcanic edifice characterized by symmetrical
profiles and complex structures of interbedded layers of tephra and
lava flows. Table II compares composite volcanoes with both the volcanic
forms discussed in association with base surges, and shield volcanoes.

Although shields are not conmon1y recognized as the source of any form
of explosive volcanic density current, they are included because they
constitute the most prominent volcanic construct heretofore studied
on Mars.

CRATERS, CHANNELS AND DUNES FORMED BY EXPLOSIVE
VOLCANIC DENSITY CURRENTS
In addition to the general profiles and structures outlined in the
previous section, certain morphological features distinguish volcanoes

that have hada quiet effusive history from those that have had an explosive history.

Breached, noncircular, sunken, sununit calderas or

multiple craters, rift zones, partly collapsed lava tubes and lava flow
channels are characteristic of shield volcanoes; broad circular explo-
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sion craters, radial channels, and thick dune-like deposits of surface
debris are characteristic of tuff rings and cones.

Composite volcanoes

commonly show a mixture of both categories of crater and flank features (Table II).

Eruptions from the summits of most shield volcanoes produce individual flows of fluid lavas which generally breach the crater rim.
Once on the flanks, flows tend to be narrow and may build a variety of
constructional features.

Greeley (1971, 1973) and Greeley and Hyde

(1972) describe the formation of lava channels and tubes.

They suggest

lava channels can be identified morphologically by a simple form penecontemporaneous with the surrounding terrain, distributary branching,
and the development of levees or topographic ridges along the axis of
the channel

.

Discontinuous parts of a flow channel represent sections

that were roofed to form lava tubes.

Carr (1974) and Cutts and Blasius

(1977) have also suggested that under conditions of sustained flow,
high eruption temperatures, and low yield temperatures lava channels
may form by means of thermal incision and/Or mechanical plucking.

Evi-

dence for lava erosion on Earth includes "cut banks" and overhangs at
meander bends in several tubes described by Greeley (1971) and Greeley
and Hyde (1972), and inclusions of country rock in lava flows.

How-

ever, nopredominantly erosional lava channel has ever been observed
on Earth, and the eruption rates and durations required by thermal
models may limit channel formation by lava erosion to examples which
show evidence of re-cut terraces, truncated surface features, and large
lava deposits at the mouth of the lava channel.
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Channels formed by explosive volcanic density currents are erosional rather than constructional.

Nues ardentes characteristically

cut large channels tens to thousands of meters wide (Aramaki, 1956;
Moore and Melson, 1969; Fisher, 1977); an example is shown in Figure
2.

The channels originate on the steep upper flanks of composite vol-

canoes, where the avalanche portion of the nuée ardente flows rapidly
and the shear stress is high.

Further downslope they are replaced or

filled by thick deposits of volcanic debris which are emplaced '1en

mass" by the avalanche and/or by fallout from the cloud.

Nuêe ardente

channels may develop radially when influenced by pre-existing drainage
[Mayon Volcano, Philippines (Moore and Melson, 1969)], or as new single.
features [Asama Volcano. Japan (Aramaki, 1959); St. Augustine Volcano,
Alaska (Schmincke, pers. conm., 1978)].
Base surges are also known to erode radiating channels, but these
generally are U-shaped and only a few meters to tens of meters wide.

Table III compares the dimensions of channels cut by terrestrial volcanic
density currents.

A distinguishing characteristic of base surge chan-

nels is that they do not breach the crater rim but originate on the
upper flanks where the base surges develop.

Away from the crater rim

the channels may. widen and follow. pre-existing topographic lows.

In

many instances the channels are abruptly replaced by dunes and fan-like
deposits at the base of the volcano.

The dunes and fans are base

surge deposits wh.ich may extend several
center.

kilometers from the eruption

Field studies by Fisher and Waters (1970), Schmincke et al.

(1973), and Matterson and Alvarez (1973) indicate that individual bed
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FIGURE 2:

The channel
Channel carved by the 1976 St. Augustine Volcano Nude Ardente.
photograph
was
The
is approximately 100 meters wide and 10 meters deep
Bochum,
W.
Germany).
received from H.IJ. Schmincke (Institute fur Mineralogie,
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TABLE III:

LOCATION

Comparison of channels cut by explosive volcanic density
currents on Earth.

AGENT(S)

AVERAGE

WIDTH

DEPTH

()

SLOPE*

RARCENA
VOLCANO

BASE SURGES

7°-8°

3

-

1

I

-

WIDTh/DEPTH

LENGTH

COt*IENTS

(m)

3

3 - 2.3

up to 430

straight. U-shaped.
non-coalescent channels;
issue from below the

(Rlcha,.ds.
1959; ogre,

crater rim; terminate

1967)

beyond slope break
under a blaTIicet of

dune-like tephr
deposits
<0KG CRATER.
HAWAII

BASE SURGES

11

12°

.4 - 5.5

-3

.1

4- I

U-shaped prehistoric
cbanneI in a bedded
tuff; some base surges

STREAMS

(Flsher,1977)

followed pre-existing
stream channels
I.ATERP.

4. 30

BASE SURGES

CRATER. ITALY

2 . 15

U-shaped prnhistor,c

2

channels; intiate

(Matterson and

below collapsed crater

Alv.I973)

In region of sear

volcanoes
TABLE ROCK,

BASE SURGES

40

.

120

2 - 30

1

-

21

4-2

U-shaped radial channels;
begin below crater rim
and extend to saseive

OREGON

(He;ken.1971)

toff deposits; tuff

rings and tuff cones
ST AUGUSTINE
VOLCANO. ALASKA

NUCE ARDENTE

12°

100

10

10

"seVeral
hundred"

(Fisher.1977;
Scmlincke, pers.

cJns)

between the crater and
main depositional fan
a single deep erosional
channel was Cut in older

clastic deposits; other
channels formed on the

faA itself; composite
noltBOO
HAYDN VOLCANO,

NUEES

PHILIPPINES

ARDENTES

21°

50 - 300

5 - 15

20 - 10

'500

(Moore and
Mel son. I 969
ASA1.tA VOLC9AO.
JAPAN

(Aramaki,

radial straroht ravines;
mdlfied by rains;
composite volcano

NUEE ARDENTE

14°

1100 2000

op to 40

1956)

50

'8000

sIngle box-Shaped

channel cut along the
upper course of nose
ardente; channel Is
replaced by area of
depoSition along lower
course; loslediately
after the nuee a lava

flow partially filled

the channel; composite
volcano

This represents an average for the entire flank c-f the volcano.
upper slopes.

The channels often are found only on the steeper
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waves are developed across the deposits with long axes approximately
perpendicular to the current direction..

Wave lengths of tens to a few

meters progressively decrease outward, reflecting the deceleration and
loss of competence of the currents with distance from the eruption
center.

The total area of deposition may include tens to hundreds of

square kilometers.

A specific example of the development of radial channels leading
to lower flank dunes is provided by the 1952 base surge eruption of
Barcena Volcano, Mexico.

This terrestrial volcano may represent an in-

structive counterpart to. many of the martian domes, especially Ceraunius

Tholus, and so its history is summarized in the following section.

MORPHOLOGY AND DEVELOPMENT OF BARCENA VOLCANO

Barcena Volcano is a largetuff cone situated at the southern end.
of Isla San Benedicto, Islas Revillagigedo, Mexico (Figure 3).

Barcena,

340 meters above sea level, was born by explosive eruption between
August 1, 1952 and February 28, 1953.

No subsequent activity has oc-

curred (Richards, 1959; Endrodi, 1975).

San Benedicto is located on a 75 kilometer wide, 3.5 kilometer
high, north-south trending volcanic ridge that intersects the Clarion
Fracture Zone at 19°18'S, 11O°48'W.

The ridge is part of a submarine

mountain range extending south from Sari Benedicto to Clipperton Island.

The rocks of San Benedicto are primarily alkali-calcic tuffs with lavas
younger than similar rocks dated from the other Revillagigedo Islands
to the west (Richards, 1959, 1966).

Various aspects of the geology
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and geochemistry of the Revfllagigedo Islands have been discussed by
Richards (1959, 1966)., Bryan (1966. 1967) and Endrodi (1975).

Barcena Volcano is classified as a tuff cone because of its 7°-8°
slopes, its crater and flank morphology, and its constructional history (Table II).

According to Richards' (1959.) suinnary of the. 1952-

1953 eruption., the growth

f the cone was initiated by two days

(August 1 and 2, 1952) of phreatomaginatic explosions which expelled

These eruptions were

more than 200 million cubic meters of tephra.

presumed by Richards (1959) and Noore (1967) to have arisen from the
volatilization of ground water in the porous, ashy strata of Monticulo
Cineritico, a pre-eruption, eroded, pyroclastic cone.

Towering erup-

tion columns and radiating base surges accompanied the blasts, spread
tephra, and built the cone.

By mid-August the most violent eruptions had ceased, but small
intermittent base surges or "tephra

avalanches0

(Richards, 1959) con-

tinued until mid-September, 1952.. These density flows descended from
below the crater rim and eroded furrows in the unconsolidated tephra
(Figure 4).

On the steep upper flanks of the cone the furrows were

straight and U-shaped, 3 to 7 meters wide, 1
average of 240 to 270 meters long.

to 3 meters deep, and an

Below the slope break the furrows

widened, became irregular and finally disappeared under a blanket of
dune-like tephra deposits.

Similar instances of base surge channel

formation and deposition has been inferred from rim bedforms of volcanoes located in Eastern Oregon (Heiken, 1971), Italy (Matterson and

Alvarez, 1972) and Laacher See, Germany (Schmincke et al., 1973).
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FIGURE 3:

Aerial view..of Barcena Volcano, Isla San Benedicto,
Islas Revillagigedo, Mexico.
lower left.

Delta Lavico is to the

To the upper right is an old crater

which was partially obliterated during the eruption
of Barceria.

The picture is from Richards (1959).
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FIGURE 4:

7.

Photograp.h showing channels eroded by base surges
on Barcena Volcano. Above the slope change the channels
are about 3-7 meters wide, 1-3 meters deep, straight
Below the slope change the channels tend
and parallel.
to coalesce and terminate in an area of deposition.
The picture is from Richards (1959).
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During the explosive phase of the eruption of Barcena Volcano no
lava could be seen in the explosion crater, and the crater was bowlshaped with a pronounced regular rim.
capped the magma conduit.

A small dome on the crater floor

Renewed activity in November and December

1952 partly filled the crater with viscous lava, formed a second dome,
and deposited ash on the lee side of the crater.

On December 8, a

landslide originated on the southeastern seacliff of Barcena.

Later

that day the slide area became the source of a lava flow which spread
out into the sea. forming a broad del talc feature (Figure 3).

This

feature remained active until late February 1953 and has since been
named Delta Lavico (lava delta).

Above Delta Lavico the crater rim

was faulted with 4-5 meter vertical displacement.

If volcanism should

resume at Barcena, it is likely that lava would breach the crater at
this point.

MARTIAN VOLCANISM AND VOLCANIC MORPHOLOGIES
The 'idea that explosive volcanism has occurred on Mars is not
new.

West (1974) has described a number of small martian cones that

may be related to pyroclastic activity; King and Riehle (1974) have
proposed that the origin of the basal scarp fringing Olympus Nons is
most probably by erosion of ash flow tufts which presuinablywere de-

posited by nues ardentes; and Maim

(1977) has suggested that Elysium

Mons is most.likely a composite volcano with numerous endogenic craters
and associated ash deposits.

He also describes Hecates Tholus as a

highly evolved feature, much like a terrestrial tholoid, only extreme-
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ly larger.

Less prolific, but related, theories of explosive volcanism have
been proposed to explain a number of features associated with lunar
maria.

The most relevant lunar-terrestrial analog is the suggestion

by Cameron (1964) that Schroter's Valley and other lunar sinuous rules

which have a crater at one end owe their origin to the erosive agency
of nudes ardentes.

He cites

Aramaki1s

(1956) description of the chan-

nel cut during the 1783 eruption of Asama Volcano, Japan as supporting
evidence (Table 1.11).

Fisher (1969) has proposed similar argumentsto

explain the origin of extensive areas of lunar "patterned ground".

He

suggests these areas are probably undulating dunelike features deposited
by lunar base surges.

The. major difference between the morphologies

of the lunar features described by Cameron and Fisher and their terrestrial counterparts is in scale.

The lunar features, like the mar-

tian examples, are much larger.

The focus of the remainder of this paper will be primarily upon
the question of the role of explosive volcanism in the origin and
development of the four martian domes mentioned in the introduction,
Hecates Tholus, Ceraunius Tholus, liranius Tholus and Uranius Patera.

As indicated by Maim's (1977) comparative analysis of Hecates Tholus,
these four domes and other martian. volcanoes may exhibit certain conuton

surface features which distinguish them from shield volcanoes.

Ac-

cordingly, the following discussion will describe newly photographed
flank and caldera features of the four martian volcanoes, and compare
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their features with possible terrestrial counterparts.

From these

identifications, some attempt will be made to interpret the styles of
eruption that were responsible for the construction of the martian
domes.

Hecates Tholus.

The Elysium province of Mars contains three vol-

canoes which lie in a triangular pattern on the crest of abroad
regional dome (Figure 1).

The northernmost volcano, Hecates Tholus

(Figure 5), has a 12 km-diameter, complex caldera, rises about 6 kin

above the surrounding plains, and is approximately 180 km in diameter

(Maim, 177).

The history of Hecates Tholus is difficult to inter-

pret, but a good possibility is that it was formed by a variety of
eruption types which produced viscous lavas intermittently with ash.
At the time of this writing the Viking coverage of Hecates Tholus is
incomplete.

On revolution 86, Viking orbiter 1 acquired a set of high

resolution frames of the volcano's northern terminus and fringing
plains.

Moderate resolution Mariner 9B-frames show the complete re-

gion and have been described by MaIm

(1977).

The Viking photographs reveal numerous
least four 4

1 km-wide channels and at

to 10 km-diameter craters on the lower flanks of Hecates

Tholus (Figure 6).

Most of the larger channels appear to follow the

hummocky topography and must originate near the summit.

Generally,

these channels are without levees, and do not coalesce.

Many exhibit

significant breaks in continuity beginning as deep channels which
shallow markedly only to deepen and continue a few km further on.

On
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FIGURE 5:

Photomosaic of Mariner 9B-frames showing Hecates Thai us
(DAS No's. 13496368; and 13496298).

Flow channels

breach the rim of the complex caldera and radiate
downslope.

The upper flanks. have a hunimocky topography

and are heavily cratered.
smoother topography.

The lower flanks have a

The large embayment in upper

center may be a secondary caldera or an eroded impact
crater.
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FIGURE 6:

'liking mosaic (No. 211-5274) of part of the lower flanks

of Hecates Tholus and surrounding plains.
channels are visible.

Iwo types of

The first originate near the

summit and follow topographic contours downslope in a
radial pattern.

The second emanate from flank craters.

Both sets of channels are without levees and probably
erosional.

The collapsed plains to the upper center

may have resulted from the removal of ground ice.
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the upper flanks the distribution density of channels is greatest in
part due to numerous small channels that contribute to the main channels as systems of fine criscrossing tributaries.

Towards the termi-

nus of the flanks, most of the channels abruptly end, and the slope is
contoured by more rolling hummocks spaced by distances

6 km.

This

more subdued topography may represent wind modified fan-like tephra
deposits similar to ash beds at the bases of many terrestrial tuff
cones and composite volcanoes.

A different set of channels seem to emanate from two of the five
largest flank craters (the smallest and the largest).

These and two

other flank craters appear superposed onto slope channels.

The second

largest crater has anellipitical depression (a meteoritic crater?)
upsiope.

The rimmed bowl-shaped i'norphologies of these craters suggest

they were formed by explosive events.

On Iceland eruptions from Katla

Volcano have been wholly explosive, although the volcano is fed by a
deep-seated basaltic magma like most shield volcanoes.

Thorarinsson

(1967) has suggested the explosive activity of Katla is entirely due
to external conditions, explicitly covering ice and a pervious ground.
If a permafrost layer occurs within porous ashy materials on the lower
flanks of a martian volcano, magma rising into ice-filled fractures
should give rise to shallow phreatic explosions, creating flank craters much as in Iceland.

Secondly, if the ground water could be

mobilized and mixed with maginas within the central conduit, large

hydromagmatic explosions might lead to the formation of Plinian erup-

tions and base surge density flows at the summit.

These flows would

be expected to erode deep non-coalescing channels in unconsolidated
tephra deposits but would be less effective over more resistant surfaces.

Finally, hydrothermal activity could supply water to the summit

in the form of seeps.

In places, the seepage could form tributaries to

feed and modify the already existing base surge channels.

Such a

seepage process is not unlike the mechanism of particle extrusion and
sapping presumed to be responsible for the dissection of sinuous radial
gullies with convergent courses on the New Guinea volcano, Vulcan
(Oilier and Brown, 1971), and., combined with explosive volcanic density

current erosion, is preferred to alternative suggestions that the martian
channels were eroded by lava flows.

Lava erosion requires extremely

high temperature, fluid lavas and sustained flow (Carr, 1974; Cutts
and Blasius, 1977).

The subdued huniiocky topography of Hecates Tholus

suggests it has been frequented by the eruption of highly viscous lavas

and blanketing ash (Maim, 1977).

Sustained lava flow should erode

relatively uniform, regularly sinuous channels and deposit vast lava
fields at the mouths of the debouching channels.

The Hecates Tholus

slope channels are irregularly sinuous, Ii- and V-shaped and vary con-

siderably in both width and depth. In addition,.there are no apparent
volcanic flow forms around the northern boundary of the volcano.
stead, partially collapsed or

In-

chaotic terrain to the northwest of

Hecates Tholus (Figure 6) suggests the presence of extensive ground
ice in this area of Elysium (Carr and Schaber, 1977).

If this inter-
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pretation is correct, it indicates that conditions may have existed
condusive to the production of highly erosive base surge density currents, hydrothermal. seeps, and phreatic flank explosions.
Uranius Tholus,. llranIus Patera, and Ceraunius Tholus.

Perhaps

the best examples of martian volcanic constructs that differ from
shield volcanoes are the three volcanic mountains which are clustered
at the northeast margin of the Tharsis region of Mars (Figure 1).

A

swath of pictures acquired on orbits 229 and 516, by Viking Orbiter 1,
and on orbit 38, by Viking Orbiter 2, show a surprising diversity of
shape and surface features among the three volcanoes (Figure 7).
Uranius Patera is nearly 300. km in diameter arid is the broadest volcano in the group.

The name Patera (meaning saucer) reflects the size

and shape of its central caldera which is about 150 km across and flat
floored.

Numerous craters larger than 1 km in diameter also pock the

caldera floor.

The caldera may be essentially a Krakatoa type caldera
First, after a period of voluminous explo-

which formed as follows:

sive eruptions of magma as pumice falls and pumice flows, the summit
probably collapsed.

Second, a period øf activity followed which filled

the caldera wtth lava.

The lava then solidified forming the flat floor.

Finally, the craters within the caldera wall indicate the volcano entered a period of repose which has only been interrupted sporatically
by relatively small explosion events triggered by either meteoritic
impact or phreatic mixing.

One puzzling aspect of the Viking pictures of Uranius Patera is

FIGURE 7:

View of the northeast margin of the Tharsis region of
Mars as seen by the Viking orbiters.

Ceraunius Tholus

is situated near the bottom of the picture. A channel

network heads at the broken northwest rim of its
circular summit caldera.
Uranius Tholus.

Above Ceraunius Tholus is

Both domes exhibit ntierous fine

channels which radiate from near the summit over
evenly textured flanks.

The large sucer-shaped caldera

to the right is Uranius Patera (Mosaic No. 211-5593).
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regular than the Barcena channels, but this probably reflects the influence of pre-eruption topography.

(Ceraunius Tholus is most likely

a composite volcano, whereas Barcena Volcano is a more evenly blanketed
tuff cone.)

The major differencebetween the two sets of channels is

the martian features are one to two orders of magnitude larger (compare Figures.4 and 5).

This same scaling problem has been discussed

earlier in regard to the interpretation of lunarsin.uous rules, patterned ground, and martian volcanic constructs.

Greeley (1973) sug-

gests a possible explanation may arise from differences in gravity,
effusion rate and volume.

Plinian eruptions inherently are sudden

events, and they erupt extremely large volumes of tephra and steam in
columns Which coalesce to form density flows below the caldera rim.
Thus, this mechanism appears reconcilable with the dimensions of the
martian channels and their development beneath the caldera rim, at
least more so than erosion by water or lava.

Other features of similarity on CerauniusTholus and Barcena
Volcano are their well-defined, circular, sunnit calderas, and steep
slopes.

The most significant distinction between the two that can be

made on the basis of surface morphology is the occurrence of a diverging channel network which issues from the suimnit caldera, on Ceraunius

Tholus, but not on Barcena.Volcano.

tf this network and the deltaic

deposit at the mouth of its principal channel are the result of lava

outflow from thecaldera, it may be that their creation was under circumstances similar to the formation of Delta Lavico on Barcena.

Delta
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Lavico was formed by a lava flow through the base of Barcena after a
period of explosive activity within the dome.
the caldera rim to fracture above the delta.

The lava flow caused
A similar sequence of

events could have broken the northwest rim of the caidera on Ceraunius
Tholus.

Subsequent activity from the central vent would consequently

direct lava down the northwest flank where it could form or follow
channels and build a lava delta.

EISCUSSION AND SPECULATIONS

This paper presents evidence that some martian volcanoes, especially Ceraunius Tholus, Uranius Tholus, Uranius Patera and Hecates Tholus,
show morphological features similar to terrestrial features produced by
explosive volcanic density currents.

Although other plausible explana-

tions are possible for many of the individual features described, the
hypothesis that hy.dromagmatic explosive eruptions generated by contact

of rising magma with ground ice appears most compatible with what is known of
martian environmental and tectonic conditions.

The following discussion

will focus on the origin of hydroma.ginatic volcanism on liars and the

implications of surface features for past environmental conditions.
Explosive Volcanism on a Planet without Moving Plates.

The con-

cept of plate tectonics where large rigid lithospheric plates move
laterally over a less rigid asthenosphere is generally accepted to
represent a relatively recent stage in Earth evolution which is unique
among terrestrial planets (Carr, 1973; Head et al., 1977).

For the

planet Mars, the conclusion that the crust is stationary is reached
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First, preservation of large areas of cra-

through two observations.

tered terrain suggests that the martian crust has not undergone systematic destruction at plate boundaries.

Second, no apparent equivalents

to terrestrial spreading ridges, transform faults, fold mountains or
subduction zones exist on Mars.

Instead, the. most noticeable martian

morphological features appear to resemble terrestrial intra-plate volcanic features, such as shield volcanoes and flood basalts which
typically display low indices of explosivity (Macdonald, 1972).
While the. above knowledge of the tectonic evolution of Mars pro-

vides a useful framework for geologic inspection of martian volcanic
features, it should not be interpreted to mean Mars is a planet devoid
of pyroclastic activity.

Ceraunius Tholus, Uranius Tholus, Uranius

Patera and Hecates Tholus are volcanoes that do not conform with the
general geomorphology and apparent structure of terrestrial shield
volcanoes or flood basalts.

Instead, they exhibit slope angles, cal-

dera morphologies, and flank surfaces suggestIve of explosive volcanisin.

This apparent variety in volcanic morphology can best be explained

without calling upon magma compositions other than basalt, if a significant number of phreatic.explosions generating base surges have contributed to the construction of these domes.
Although it is not usually recognized, hydromaginatic explosions
are coimnon events associated with terrestrial shield volcanoes.

Since

most terrestrial shields are oceanic, however, the great weight of
overlying water tends to prevent gas expansion and explosion until the
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volcano has built close to sea level (Macdonald, 1972).

On Mars where

there is no ocean, base surges could occur throughout the. entire con-

structional history of a basaltic volcano provided rising magma came
in contact with a source of water.

This observation implies that a

fundamental factor controlling the style of martian volcanism may be
the accumulation and replenishment of ground ice in the vicinity of a
volcanic vent:

a thick growing layer of ground ice would be conducive

to explosive phenomena, whereas in areas without ground ice lavas of
low viscosity would simply flow quietly.

Some erosional forms and surface textures on the martian domes
described above may have alternatively been created by nudes ardentes
or lava flows.

Basaltic nuées ardentes, though relatively rare, have been

documented on Earth from Manam Volcano, New Guinea and tilawum Volcano,

New Britain (Taylor, 1960; Melson et al., 1970), and appear to be caused
by a rapid rate of magma ascension.

Likewise, melting and incorporation

of crustal materials above a stationary plume may explain evidence for

magmatic evolution in some martian localities (Maim, 1977).
Thus, the concept that explosive volcanic processes do not necessarily demand a planet with moving plates has considerable evidence
from Mars.

Environmental Constraints on Martian Explosive Volcanism.

The

current mean atmospheric pressure of 6 nib, mean planetary temperature

of about -80°C, and low water vapor content of the atmosphere are.unfavorable conditions for the persistence o.f liquid water on the martian
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atmosphere was dense, but that as this atmosphere cooled, water condensed
and percolated through porous surface materials to form a thick layer
of ground ice.

It also suggests that the martian atmosphere has been

stable and unfavorable for the recycling of ground water back to volcanic
centers for an extended period of martian geologic time (probably at least
the last 200 million years if the crater counts are accurate indicators
of surface ages). During..these recent times hydromagmatic explosions might

have occurred if new vents opened in an area of extensive permafrost,
but the length of the explosive phase would be limited to the depletion time of the local ice reservoir.

Large volcanic constructs, such

as Olympus Mons, would not be expected to show explosion related surface features but may be underlain by layers of ash flow tuffs.

On

the other hand, prior to 200 m.y, atmospheric conditions seem to have
been more favorable for a continuous cycling of volatiles (principally
CU2, and H20) between the atmosphere and subsurface environment.

That

is, periodic changes in solarinsolation due to reasons suggested by
either Sagan et al. (1973) or Ward et al. (1974) may have resulted in
the formation of polar layered deposits and ground ice.

Replenished

subsurface supplies in turn would increase the frequency of phreatic
eruptions and geothermal seepage around martian volcanic centers, and
thus recycle the volatiles back to the atmosphere while building steep
sided domes.

Reasons why this cycling process appears to have shut

off on the order 0f 200 m.y. ago are only speculation, but perhaps a
gradual and dynamic burial of ice at polar caps or beneath nonvolcanic
terrains may be invoked.
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ABSTRACT
Equations developed to describe turbidity currents and grain flows
are applied to nude ardente flows, assuming a constant flux of tephra.

The results demonstrate thata nueardente begins as a single layer,
highly mobile, autosuspended flow that has a volume concentration of
solids less than 9% (Bagnold's ucollision limit" for a dispersion of
cohesionless grains).

The flow velocity decreases, however, as the

nude ardente moves downslope uncierthe influence ofgravity and drag
forces.

As a result, the flow develops into a two-layer system con-

sisting of a high concentration (9-55%), pseudo-laminar underfiow and
an overriding turbulent cloud.

Debris in the underfiow is supported

largely by a grain-dispersive pressure until on slopes too low to
drive the flow, it rather suddenly stops, freezing in position.

This

change in flow behavior is offered as an explanation for the observed

occurrence of proximal erosional channels and distal massive deposits
along the courses of most nuees arcientes.

The relationships for flow velocity and driving force terms are
applied to hypothetical nudes ardentes and base surges on the planet
Mars.

The solutions indicate that if an eruption column large enough

to coalesce into an explosive volcanic density current was- oenerated on
Mars, the velocities, and driving forces of the current would be corn-

parable to values for terrestrial flows, but the martian flow would
probably travel farther and disperse debris over greater distances.

I NTRODUCTION

When a dispersion of solid grains moves downslope under the pull
of gravity, the physical properties of the flow (that is, its velocity,
density and thickness) can be determined quantitatively if the mechanisms that support grains above the bed are known.

This approach has

been employed.by Komar (1971), 1977, 1978) to predict the flow parameters of marine and subaerial turbidity currents (grain support is by
fluid turbulence), by Lowe (1976) to evaluate the properties of subaqueous and subaerial grain flows (graIn support is by grain interactions providing a dispersive pressure), and by Hampton (1975) to study
the competence of fine-grained debris flows (grain support is by matrix
strength).

In this paper, a similar treatment is given to nues ardentes, a
highly mobile and destructive species of gravity current produced by

L

volcanic blasts (Figure 1).

As attested by observational accounts,

nues ardentes emerge onto the slopes of volcanoes as hot, highly turbulent, one layer, low concentration dispersions of ash and magmatic
gases (Lacroix, 1903; Anderson and Flett, 1903; Moore and Melson; 1969;
Davies et al., 1978).

Initial momentum is inarted to the flow by ex-

plosion and column collapse, and their velocities mayexcede 50 rn/sec.
Once in motion, however, the passage of a nude ardente becomes controlled by a balance of gravity and drag forces, and it develops into
a flow with two parts:

(1) a high concentration, incandescent, pseudo-

laminar underfiow, or avalanche, and (2) an overriding, turbulent, gas
and dust cloud.

Both portions travel laterally, but the lighter cloud

is less influenced by topographic obstructions, and hence, may become *
separated from its underlying avalanche.

In order to explain how the physical properties of a nue ardente
change along its course and the influence of these changes on the formation of ignimbrites, the present paper summarizes the basic equations
developed by Bagnold (1962), Middleton (1967), Benjamin (1968) and
Komar (1971, 1977) for turbidity currents, and those developed by Bagnold (1954, 1956) and.Lowe (1976) for grain flows.

then utilized in a constant particle flux

These equations are

de1 to evaluate the flow

densities, thicknesses, and bottom stresses required to erode and transport debris at reported speeds and slopes for two nude ardente flows.
Inasmuch, as we first became interested in the problem of the physical

properties of nudes ardentes while studying evidence for their
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FIGURE 1:

1968
A nuee ardente. This particular photograph shows the May 2
eruption of Mayon_Volcano, Philippines. The front of the avalanche
The
portion of the nuee ardente is visible in the lower center
trailing
cloud
of
gas
remainder of the avalanche is obscured by the
(1969).
The picture is taken from Moore and Melson
and dust
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occurrence on Mars (Part II), the flow mechanics of a nude ardente in a
martian environment are also discussed and probable flow parameters
are
evaluated.

BASIC THEORY DISTINGUISHING TURBIDITY CURRENTS AND GRAIN FLOWS
Criteria to distinguish turbidity currents from grain flows have
been based largely on the theoretical and experimental work of Bagnold
(1954, 1956. 1962) regarding dispersions of cohesionless grains.

found that in order for a density current to remain

He

fully turbulent

(Reynolds number > 3000) frictional effects of random contacts between
grains must be negligable.

An upper "collision limit" to the possible

range of concentrations for a fully developed turbidity current is thus
suggested.

Bagnold (1962) reasoned this limit to occur at a grain con-

centration where the free distance between grains is equal to the grain
diameter (for sand sized grains this occurs at a volume concentration
of about 9%).

Increases in concentration above the collision limit tend

to increase the overall resistance to flow and dampen out turbulence.
Hence, the flow rapidly develops into a pseudo-laminar grain flow.
In addition to the above criterion being satisfied, the flow of a

turbidity current must maintain a sufficient gravitational energy to
sustain the turbulence necessary to keep sediment in suspension(and to

overcome the frictional resistance at the bottom and upper interface
of the flow).

Bagnold (1962) called this condition "autosuspension".

Balancing the power provided to the flow by the downslape component of

gravity acting onthe suspended grains against the power expended in
lifting the sediments at the same rate they are falling relative to
the fluid (their fall velocity, w), and the power lost due to the bottom and surface drag, Bagnold obtained the relation

- w) =

(p2 - p1)gNh(iisin

in which p2 is the flow density,

(r

+

(1)

is the density of the surrounding

fluid, g is the acceleration of gravity, N is the volume concentration
of solids,

is the average flow velocity, h is the flow thickness,

sin $ is the slope, T0 is the bottom drag,. and r

the drag on the

N is assumed constant throughout the flow

upper interface of the flow.

thickness and is related to the flow densi y by

p

p

Os - P1

where P

is the density of the solid grains

(2)

Equation (1) necessitates

an "autosuspension limit" in which

ü

w/sth

(3)

Otherwise, the available power of the flow is insufficient to maintain
sediment in autosuspension, and the flow collapses into a high concentration grain flow.

EQUATIONS OF MOTION GOVERNING TURBIDITY CURRENTS AND GRAIN FLOWS
Laboratory models of channelized turbidity currents show that as

an individual flow moves away from its source it quickly entrains fluid
to forii a flow consisting of four main parts:

a head, a neck, a body,

and a tail (Figure 2; Kuenen, 1950; Keulegan, 1957, 1958; Middleton,
1966-1967).

The head of a turbidity current has a characteristic shape

and flow pattern which sweeps fluid and sediment forward and upward.
The velocity of the head can be predicted from a balance of the hydrostatic pressure force against the resisting horizontal momentum of the
overlying fluid (Benjamin. 1968) which yields the simple formula

=

cf2

p1 gh

1/2
(4)

p1

where v is the velocity, and C is a dimensionless coefficient which
Keulegan (1957, 1958) and Middleton (1966) showed equal to approximately 0.75 for turbulent flow.

It should be noted that equation (4) does

not depend on the bottom slope because the head is being driven by the
piezometric pressure difference between ft and the surrounding fluid,
not by gravity (Benjamin, 1968).

The motion of the body is described by a Chezy-type equation derived by balancing the gravity force against the retarding-frictional
drag for uniform flow (Middleton, 1966; Komar, 1971), and is expressed
in the form

1

gh

jl/2

(1+

) Cf

(5)
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The divisions and governing equations of a
turbidity current

where Cf

S a drag coefficient., and c

is the ratio of the drag on the
As indicated,

flow at the: upper surface to the drag on the bottom.

equation (5) applies to nonaccelerating uniform

flow,

that is, when the

velocity, density, and thickness are constant in the direction of the

flow.

Komar (1977) demonstrates how this equation is in effect the

flux

momentum

of

equation for steady uniform

flow.

Using equations (5-7)

that paper, an expression for the total drag: of the flow becomes

+ Ti =

-

p1)ghsin8

(6)

When the flow is nonaccelerating, the driving force equals the opposing
drag, and so equation (6) represents the erosive power of a steady
uniform

flow

According to equation (5) for the flow velocity of a turbidity
current, if the bottom. slope sin

decreases in the direction of

the velocity ii will also tend to decrease.

where sin

and

flow,

A point will be reached

are sufficiently low that the predominance of material

in the flow will have settling velocities greater than the "autosuspension" settling velocity according to equation (3).

At that point the

flow will deflate, expressed in channelized flows as an increase in
the concentration

of

grains in the flow.

If the concentration should

rise above about 9%, then grain to grain stresses become more important
than fluid stresses, and the flow velocity ü can no longer be defined
by equation (5).

Instead, the grain stresses can be resolved into corn-

ponents normal, P, and tangential, 1, to the bottom which are related by

T = Ptanc

where c is an angle of internal friction.

(7)

Bagnold (1954) showed em-

pirically that where grain collisions dominate, flow is inertial, and
both stresses, I and P, can be related to the rate of shearing and concentration of the flow.

This relationship gives

T = a0p5A2D2(du/dy)2

in which a0 is a constant proportional to sin

(8)

,

D is the mean particle

diameter, du/dy is the velocity gradient of the sheared suspension,
and A is the linear grain concentration which is a dimensionless inea-

sure of grain concentration related to the volume concentration N by

1

A

(N0/N)

13

- 1

N0 is the closest packing volume concentration and is dependent on the
shape and size distribution of the suspended grains.

For most natural,

well-sorted sediments, N0 is approximately equal to 0.65 (Bagnold,
1956).

Steady and uniform grain flow exists only on a slope where tan
tan

.

Bagnold's (1954) empirical determinations imply that tan

should be between 0.32 and 0.40, if the flow is in the inertial regime.
More recently, however, he has suggested that his experimental dispersions involving paraffin and lead stearate. spheres did not
adequately represent natural systems, and that tancz should be equated
with the angle of repose, that is, tan ci = 0.63.
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vertical concentration, but these should not significantly alter the
results.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND FLOW MECHANICS OF NUEES ARDENTES
Development of a Constant Particle Flux Model

Documentation of the turbulent, highly mobile nature of nuées
ardentes poses problems for explaining the fact that most nu.e ardente.
deposits have many characteristics coniuon to more sluggish, high con-

centration flow deposits such as mud-flows and fluxoturbidites (Sparks,
1976).

One approach is to consider the physical properties of a nuee

ardente avalanche and how these properties are affected as the flow
changes speed along a varying slope.

Timed photographic sequences of

individual eruptions provide documentation of flow speeds and directions (Table I).

Unfortunately, no direct measurements of flow densi-

ties and thicknesses exist owing to the hazard involved and the fact
that the overriding gas and dust clouds tend to obscure any view of
the glowing avalanche portion of th'e nu&e ardente.

Indirect estimates

of thicknesses of just the avalanches have been deduced from the scraping of bark from trees or the scouring on valley walls along the flow

path (Davies et al., 1978; Madonald and Alcaraz, 1956).

These data

indicate typical heights of a few meters to 10's of meters, but because
the presence of an obstacle in the path of a moving avalanche would
cause fragments to be thrown vertically, Davies et al. (1978) caution
that these estimates are probably too high.

To deal with this problem

TABLE

Physical properties for the avalanche portion of the St. Augustine and Mayofl Nudes Ardentes obtained from timed
photography and a constant particle flua model.
= 2.Og/crn3, c
.03 . Photography data is from Stith at a).

I

(1977)

Elevation of

the front

nd Moore and Molson (1969).

Cumulative slope
distance

(in)

(m)

ApproKirnate

slope

(sin6)

Velocity

flow

densiy
(rn/sec)

(9/cm )

Sediment volume

concentration

Thickness

Driving
force

(cm)

(dynes/cra2)

ST. AUGUSTINE VOLCANO:

1200- 240

0-3040

.316

50

.061

.034

807

l.65x104

240- 120

3040-3690

.141

21

.408

.204

320

J.8Oxl0

120- 100

3890-4170

.0/1

13

.600

.300

352

l.4?x104

100-

70

4110-4470

.100

13

.642

.321

329

2.05x104

70-

50

4470-5030

.036

6

.982

.491

466

l.61x104

50-

0

5030-6480

.035

6

.980

.498

461

).57x104

1360-1260

0- 200

.500

63

.107

.053

815

4.2310'

1269-USo

200- 420

.500

47

.256

.128

452

5.65x104

1150- 980

420- 880

.370

29

.444

.222

422

6.19x104

980- 830

880-1230

.429

38

.328

.164

436

6.00x104

830- 690

1230-1650

.333

51

.204

.102

522

3.44x104

690.- 650

1650-1810

.250

9

1.068

.534

565

).48x105

9

479

4.OBxlU4

MAVON VOLCANO:
A

continued onto next page...

TPBLE I continued...

Autosuspension

1trntng velocity
(nh/sec)

Suspended pumice

diameter
(uno)

Suspended lithic
diameter
(em)

15.8

5.4

2.3

3.0

0.9

0.4

0.9

0.3

0.1

1.3

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.05

0.2

0.1

0.05

31.5

10.1

4.8

23.5

8.5

3.5

10.7

3.5

1.5

16.3

5.t.

2.4

11.0

6.0

2.5

2.3

0.7

0.3

6.8

2.2

0.9

Ui

a model which utilizes the continuity and

velocity

for turbidity currents and grain flows is useful.

equations developed

Numerical solutions

for the turbulent stages of flow have been determined by Sparks et al.
(1978) for hypothetical pyrociastic flows assuming column collapse and
Their model does not take into account

uniform radial spreading.

changes in flow density and thickness, and thus their solutions become
To eliminate these problems

increasingly inexact away from the source.

we have developed a model which considers both turbulent and nonturbulent flow conditions.

Our model assumes that initially the flow

is fully turbulent and driven by the hydraulic head of suspension so
the thickness is related to the initial velocity by equation (4).
Solving for h gives
2
Vp

h=

21

(15)

.

(0.75) (2 - p1)g
Substituting this expression and equation (2) into equation (13), the
initial particle flux per unit width becomes
3

V p,

F=

(16)

2

-

p1)(.75) g

and may be evaluated from photographic measurements of v.

If the flow

is loosing or gaining particles, F must change accordingly (equation
14).

Fortunately for the model, glowing avalanches generally deposit

little or no tephra on the steep slopes of their volcano (except
coarse blocks carried as traction load).

Thus, the particle flux F

L
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can be assumed to be nearly constant until the flow reaches the base
of the volcano.

If F is constant, equation (5) can be solved for the variable flow
density p2 and by incorporation of equation (15) rewritten as

F(p

- p1)gsin
(11)

(u1) Cf

2n+l

Estimates for the thickness simplify to

(18)

=

h

n+]

From these equations it is possible to estimate the density (concentra-

tion) and thickness a nue ardente avalanche would have at successive
locations downslope where the velocity and gradient are known, provided
it remains turbulent.

However, if the flow should decelerate and the

sediment concentration rise above about 9%, grain flow theory must be
applied.

Utilizing equation (12) for the velocity of a steady uniform high
concentration nuee ardente avalanche where

2>>p1, a ratio of velocities

at successive points simplifies to

A1
A

Nsin

N1sin$1

h

h1

(19)

I-f initial values of sediment concentration and thickness have been

determined, this expression contains only two unknowns, hn+i and
Combining equation (19) with the continuity equation (14) yields an expression with only one unknown.

Due to the complexity of this equation

we found the best method of solution was by computer iteration.
It should be recognized that for a nuée: ardente to be entirely

supported by dispersive pressures requires slopes at or above the static
angle of repose (about 32°).
that steep.

Volcano flanks are, of course, seldom

This is not a serious problem, however, because several

processes inherent to nue ardentes should aide dispersive pressures
in maintaining a dispersion against the force of gravity:

(1) the

gases interstitial to the grains may be denser than the gases in the

overlying cloud creating a buoyancy effect (Tazieff, l70; Wilson,
1976); (2) lift forces and small scale turbulence may be generated by
escaping volatiles emitted from incandescent particles; (3) dispersed
fines mixed with interstitial gases may act to support larger grains
while promoting higher flow velocities by increasing the density difference between the flow and its surroundings; and (4) shear may be
transmitted downward to the basal avalanche from the upper turbulent
cloud.

flows

The possibility of such processes creating

inodified grain

which are mobile over low slopes in a subaqueous or subaerial

environment has been discussed by Middleton (1970) and Lowe (1976).
It seems clear that their conclusions also apply to nudes ardentes.

Model Results

Mayon Volcano, Philippines, and St. Augustine Volcano, Alaska,

are two volcanoes where flow velocities and. directions of recent nude

ardente eruptions have been recorded by timed photography (Moore and
Melson, 1969; Stith et al., 1977).

Hence, each record provides ade-

quate information such that an analysis of nuee ardente dynamics is
possible using a constant particle flux model.
Table (I) shows calculated.flow densities and thicknesses at the
midpoint of each interval of the observed travel distance for the Mayan
and St. Augustine volcanoes.

The density of the material in suspension

was assumed equal to 2.0 g/cm3, a value intermediate between the densici was assumed equal to zero

ty of pumice and most lithic fragments.

since the resistance at the upper interface of a nu&e ardente would be
The best choice for a value

negligible conaed to the bottom drag.
for Cf was uncertain.

Cf IS a resistance coefficient related to Darcy's

f by

Cf=

(20)

.

f may be obtained from the well-known Moody diagram for the behavior
of resistance coefficients (Kersey and Hsu, 1976).

For fully turbulent

flow the resistance coefficient is independent of Reynolds number and
dependent only on the ratio of the flow thickness to a length parameter characteristic of the surface roughness.

This ratio is called

the relative roughness h/k3 and isinversely related tO Cf (Henderson,
1966; Komar, 1978).

For subaqueous turbidity currents Cf is generally taken to be on
the order of .0035 to .005 (Johnson, 1964; Komar,

1969, 1971, 1977).
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These values are somewhat lower than would be expected for the flow of
a nuée ardente over a rough volcanic flank where the relative roughness
h/k5 would be much less.

Sparks et al. (1978, p. 1732) estimated Cf

should vary in the range of .02 to .005.

They assumed the value of k5

was 1.0 cm and utilized Schlichting's (1960,.p. 521) equation for the
turbulent flow of gases through an open channel.

For this analysis of

nuée ardente flow the value of Cf. was chosen at .01.

We assumed a con-

stant value for simplification, although we realize changing flow parameters do vary Cf somewhat.

The variations, however, are small in com-

parison to the other uncertainties in the calculations.
Figure 3 shows the progressive changes in average slope, velocity,
flow density and thickness for the Mayon and St. Augustine nuées ardentes based on the constant particle flux model presented above.

In

general, a decrease in slope causes a decrease 'in the kinetic energy
of the flow which decreases the turbulence, .thus deflating the flow and
increasing p2.

An increasing slope has the opposite effect.

More specifically the results in Table (I) provide estimates for
nude ardente flow densities and thicknesses, and indicate that the densities agree initially with Bagnold's (1956) criteria for turbulent
autosuspended sediment gravity flow (ie, N<.09). while the thicknesses

agree with Davies et.al. (1978), and Macdonald andAlcaraz's (1956) indirect estimates of probable flow heights.

At distances of kilometers

from the vent, however, the model substantiates that nuee ardente
avalanches probably deflate and flow in pseudo-laminar fashion as high
concentration dispersions similar to grain flows.
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Flow parameters of nudes ardentes from the 1976 eruption
of St. Augustine Volcano, Alaska and the 1968 eruption of
Mayan Volcano, Philippines based on timed photography and
a constant partfcle flux model.
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Middleton (1967) and Middleton and Hampton (1976) have shown that
as the lower portion of such a grain flow decelerates its driving force
will diminish to less than is necessary to sustain the sediment supporting mechanism (dispersive pressure).

At this point the grain flow will

be emplaced by "rapid freezing" to produce a deposit that preserves the
structure and texture of the flow prior to emplacement.

Thus, the poor

sorting and inverse grading common to the main portion of ignimbrite
flow units (Sparks, 1976; Sparks et al., 1973; Sparks and Walker, 1973)

is ep1ained by the modeling conclusion that a nuée ardente avalanche
must develop a high sediment concentration supported largely by dispersive pressure.

Other results contained in Table (I) include calculations of the
autosuspension limits, corresponding autosuspended grain diameters and

driving forces of the Mayon and St. Augustine nues ardentes.

The

autosuspended grain diameters were determined according to equation (3)
and Figure (4).

An interesting aspect of the autosuspension limiting

velocities is that only initial values correspond to the -3 to 0 Md

'

particle sizes found in most ignimbrite sequences (Sparks, 1976;
Walker, 1971).

Since the ignimbrites usually occur as fan-like deposits

distributed radially for several kilometers beyond the base of their
source volcano, another particle support mechanism besides turbulence
is necessary to explain the transport and deposition of these coarse
components.

This mechanism is, of course, dispersive pressure created

by grain to grain interactions, and aided by the shear and lift forces
discussed earlier.
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The driving force terms (p2 - p1)ghsifl

for both the nudes arden-

tes studied are the same within an orderof magnitude and sufficiently
high to suggest nudes ardentes must initially be erosive, agents.

Komar

(1978) compares the driving forces of marine turbidity currents, rivers,

In comparison to Komars results, the

and the Lake Missoula flood.

erosive powers of the Mayon and St. Augustine nuees ardentes are far
greater than river flow erosion but correspond closely to documented
events of submarine turbidity currents and catastrophic subaerial
flooding.

This observation leaves little doubt that nudes ardentes are

capable of producing channel-like features on the.fianks of composite
volcanoes and domes (Part II).

Finally, plots of the velocities listed in Table I versus
1/A D[(p2-p1)/p5gh3sin

1L'2

for the nonturbulent stages of the Mayon

and St. Augustine nuées ardentes (H>.09) are shown in Figure 5.
slopes of the coincident lines provide an

The

empirical value of .044 for

the combined constant terms 2/5a0"2 in equation (12).
constant a0 alone is equal to approximately 83.

Therefore, the

These values are sig-

nificant because (1) the two modeled: flows yield identical values, and

(2) they differ considerably from Bagnold's (1954) empirical constants
determined from experiments using confined dispersions of paraffin and
lead.

stearate spheres in water and water-glycerine-alcohol mixtures.

It is not intuitively obvious, but our modeling approach assumed
a0 does not change with concentration for any individual flow.

That is,

by taking a ratio of velocities at successive points and eliminating
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the constant terms 2/5a0"2 to yield equation (19), we predetermined
a linear relationship between
modeled flow.

and l/AD[(p2-p1)/p5gh3sin1112 for each

But there was nothing in our model that demanded the

slope of the lines in Figure 5 should be the same for different flows.
Hence, the identical values for a that result from the Mayon and St.
Augustine models are further evidence that our model adequately predicts the physical parameters of nudes ardentes.
Whether Bagnold's (1954) experimental constants may characterize
other natural systems at corresponding grain concentrations is difficult to judge.

Actually, Bagnold did not use a0in his equations, but

instead he included two parameters, a constant a1 and since.

In his

experiments, he found tana to be nearly constant at .32 for inertial
flows where A<12.

The constant a1. he measured empirically as .042.

These values yield a corresponding value of a0 equal to .013.

Lowe

(1976) has suggested Bagnold's.experimental dispersions differed from
natural flows because natural flows are not fully confined and have
different elastic properties which may create greater surface resistance.

Lowe also points out that tana is an empirical measure of TIP

(equation 7).

Since a0 is proportional to Siflc, it too is a measure

of T/P and will be large when the normal components in an inertial dispersion outweigh the tangential components (equations 7 and 8).

As

discussed earlier, nudes ardentes are inherently modified by gas emis-

zion, dispersed fines, internal turbulence and transmitted shear.
These combined effects enhanse the normal component P, and therefore
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values of.a0 can be explained as a consequence of the physical properties of the system rather than an artifact of our model.

FURTHER APPLICATIONS

General Statement
The quantitative approach to the analysis of nudes ardentes by a
particle flux model is applicable to the study of other types of sediment gravity flows or to nudes ardentes under different environmental
conditions.

The example to be considered here is the flow of an ex-

plosive volcanic density current (ie.,, either a nude ardente or a simi-

lar but hydromagmatically generated base surge) on the planet Mars.
Morphological features associated with certain martian volcanoes have
been identified in Part II as erosional channels and depositional

structures similar to features formed by terrestrial nuêes ardentes
and base surges.

For these interpretations to be correct, it is perti-

nent to demonstrate that the mechanics of volcanic density currents on
Mars compare with those of flows on Earth.

Flow of Explosive Volcanic Density Currents on Mars
The mean density of the martian atmosphere is only 2xl05g/cm3
(Seiff and Kirk, 1976, Figure 2), two orders of magnitude less than
Earth 's.

This observation has two consequences in regards to the

analysis of explosive volcanic density currents in a martian environment.

First, it would appear that atmospheric entrainment could not

significantly fluidize a density current on Mars.

Hence, a martian
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nue ardente or base surge could maintain mobility only
so long as the
turbulence and/or dispersive pressure on the initial gas phase
are sufficiently great to support the weightof suspended particles.

Secondly,

martian density flows would exhibit a greater coherency
than the same
flows in a terrestrial atmosphere.

This conclusion is reached by con-

sideration of the processes which cause a fluidized system
to expand
and dissipate.

Terrestrial nue ardente avalanches expand and form a

turbulent cloud portion because hot juvenile gases are lighter than the

surrounding medium, rise, and promote advective mixing.

However, the

same juvenile gases would not be buoyant in a martian atmosphere, and
gas exchange would be governed by much slower diffusion.

This process

could be envisioned as analogous to the dilation of
a subaerial water-

saturated sand flow (Lowe, 1976).
It would thus appear that a preliminary, condition for the
forma-

tion of a martian volcanic density current is that
a great volume of
volatile materials be produced at the vent area.

Assuming this, the

initial lateral velocity of an explosive volcanic density flow would be
due to the momentum acquired during eruption and to the lateral
pressure force acti.ng on the gas-solid system (Equation 4).

However, if a

flow continued over a sloping ground, the velocity should
then become

governed by a balance between the component of gravity acting on the
flow and the retarding grain shear stress (Equations 5 and 12).
Table (II) lists values for the driving force and dispersion velocities of hypothetical volcanic density currents on Mars that were

TABLE II

FLOW DENSITY

Flow parameters calculated for a range of possible explosive
volcanic density currents on Mars*

SLOPE

(g/crn3)

.2

.6

HEIGHT
h

p2
(.degrees)

10

5

BOTTOM STRESS
T0

(rn)

(dynes/cm2)

10
20

1.3 x io

2.6x104

5

9.7x103

10

1.9 x iO4

VELOCITY
0

(m/sec)

25
36
9
25

* All calculations assume a nominal suspended grain diameter 0 = .5cm,
a drag coefficient Cf = .01, and a0 = 83
aQ was determined empirically
from the terrestrial data sets presented in this paper (Figure 5).
.

I
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computed from equations (5), (7) and (12).

The mean. surface accelera-

tion due to gravity on Mars is 371 cin/sec2, 38% that of Earth's.

The coefficient a0 was assumed to be equal to 83, the value determined
empirically from our terrestrial models (Figure 5). Other variables
being equal, a volcanic density flow on Mars should .have a driving

force about one third that of a terrestrial flow and travel at about
three fifths the velocity.

However, the minimum velocity necessary

for a flow to suspend a bed of particles by either autosuspens ion or

dispersive pressure is a function of settling velocity, and so also a
function of gravitational acceleration.

Pal, Hsieh and O'Keefe (1972)

use an isothermal model to predict the fluidized behavior of lunar
pyroclastic flows.

Their analyses illustrate the effect of a lesser

gravitational field on the pyroclastic flow process is to increase
the average scale height of the flow.

Any increase in height also

increases the driving force and velocity terms (Equations 5, 7, 12)
and may explain why channels on martian volcanoes that appear to have
been eroded by explosive volcanic density currents are generally
larger than similar terrestrial channels (Part II).

Finally,,

the decrease in the terminal velocityof particles in a pyroclastic
flow system which promotes grain support by autosuspension and dispersive pressure should cause the time during which a nude ardente or
base surge remains fluidized (and thus mobile) to be longer than that
of a comparable terrestrial flow.

In sunm]ary, nues ardentes andvolcanic base surges should be
possible on Mars provided a sufficient gas phase is generated by some

process such as Vulcanian explosion of a separate gas phase or contribution of water vapor from an underground permafrost layer.

The martian

gravitational field would provide a smaller propelling force to such
flows compared to Earth, but at the same time the average scale height
of a martian flow would be larger than that of a terrestrial flow.
Since these are opposing effects

the velocity and dri'ving force terms

for martian volcanic density currents should be comparable to terrestrial flows, and erosional and depositional processes on both planets
should be closely analogous.

Perhaps the only significant difference

between martian and terrestrial volcanic density currents would be the
distances traveled before a flow is completely dissipated.

Terres-

trial nudes ardentes and base surges typically travel a few to tens of
kilometers, depending on their size and slopes, before loosing competence.

Martian flows should travel and disperse debris over greater

distances, however, because they have greater self-cohesion and remain
fluidized longer.

This observation may explain why martian composite

volcanoes and tuff cones tend to have broader gentler slopes than
similar constructs on Earth (Part II).

CONCLUSIONS

The calculations of specific nude ardente flow parameters reported
in this paper are intended to be interpreted as representative values
and are not absolute.

In a general way, however, they confirm the

qualitative observations of Davies et al. (1978) and others about the
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nature of nudes ardentes.
(1)

A nuêe ardente is initially a low concentration, single layer,

autosuspended, particle-gas dispersion with a high velocity that is
principally a function of the downslope gravity force acting on the
flow and the flow thickness.

At this stage the nude ardente has a

large driving force and may erode.channels on the steep upper slopes
of its volcano.
(2)

Once a nude ardente moves onto gentler slopes, it can not re-

main autosuspended, but collapses into a high concentration modified
grain flow in which the particle support mechanism is largely dispersive pressure generated by grain to grain interactions.

Entrainment

at the upper interface of the flow creates an overriding billowing

cloud, and the nue ardente becomes a two layer system.
(3)

Deposition from the main underfiow occurs by mass emplacement

when the driving force of gravity becomes less than necessary to propel
the flow.

This "freezing' preserves the structure and texture of the

flow prior to emplacement and thus explains the poor sorting and inverse
grading found in the main flow unit of most ignimbrites.

Deposition

from the cloud is by slow grain by grain.settling and produces a thin,
blanketing, well-graded fall deposit.
(4)

The particle flux model developed here for nues ardentes may

be applied to other types of sediment gravity flows, such as marine
turbidity currents and mudflows.

The model requires knowledge of the

flow's path, changes in its velocity, and the rate that grains are
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gained or lost with distance.

From this information values for the flow

densities and thicknesses can be estimated.

One disadvantage of the

present model is it does not allow for lateral spreading because the
particle flux is on a unit width basis, but this can be accounted for
in somewhat more elaborate models.
(5)

An application of the model equations to hypothetical nuees

ardentes or similar base surge flows in a martian environment indicates
that the velocity and driving force terms for martian explosive volcan-ic density currents compare with values for terrestrial flows, but

martian flows probably travel farther and disperse debris over greater
distances.
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